Franklin D. Roosevelt Crossword Puzzle

Why was six afraid of seven? Because seven, eight, nine!

Using the Across and Down clues, write the correct words in the numbered grid below.

ACROSS
2. One of the most active and admired First Ladies in history
4. Birthplace, born on January 30, 1882
6. Vice President during FDR's third term, delivered the "Century of the Common Man" speech
9. 32nd President of the United States
10. Vice President during FDR's fourth term and his successor, authorized use of atomic bomb against Japan
11. The US declared war after the Japanese attack of Pearl Harbor

DOWN
1. President Roosevelt's economic policies to counter the Great Depression - provided loans and jobs, guaranteed people's bank deposits and regulated the stock market
3. Informal radio speeches by FDR to reassure a worried nation.
5. Vice President during FDR's first two terms, nicknamed Cactus Jack
7. A disease that paralyzed FDR's legs putting him in a wheelchair
8. Franklin D. Roosevelt's political party